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• Keynote speakers
  - Fiona Doetsch
    Biozentrum, University of Basel, Switzerland
  - Charalambos P. Kyriacou
    Department of Genetics and Genome Biology, University of Leicester, United Kingdom

• Winners of the iGE3 PhD Salary Awards 2018
  - Jatinder Kaur Gill
    Stutz Group, Department of Cell Biology, Faculty of Science
  - Chloé Mayere
    Nef Group, Department of Genetic Medicine and Development, Faculty of Medicine
  - Médéric Mouterde
    Poloni Group, Department of Genetics and Evolution, Faculty of Science
  - Aureliano Stingi
    Meraldi Group, Department of Cell Physiology and Metabolism, Faculty of Medicine

• UNIGE speakers
  - Alexandra Bondaz
    Gotta Group, Department of Cell Physiology and Metabolism, Faculty of Medicine
  - Florian Steiner
    Department of Molecular Biology, Faculty of Science
  - Julien Soudet
    Stutz Group, Department of Cell Biology, Faculty of Science
  - Gaël Panis
    Viollier Group, Department of Microbiology and Molecular Medicine, Faculty of Medicine
  - Szymon Tomczyk
    Galliot Group, Department of Genetics and Evolution, Faculty of Science
  - Esther Klingler
    Jabaudon Group, Department of Basic Neurosciences, Faculty of Medicine
  - Stamatina Tzanoulinou
    Bellone Group, Department of Basic Neurosciences, Faculty of Medicine
  - Alexis Assens
    Rodriguez Group, Department of Genetics and Evolution, Faculty of Science

Information
www.ige3.unige.ch

Please register before
Wednesday November 7, 2018